Ladies and Gentlemen:

Dear Potential Judge,

The Louisiana Skills USA Championships is less than four months away. The purpose of this request is to ask for your help and support, as an employee of your company to serve on a Technical Committee and judge for the Skills USA Championships in the area of your expertise. This request will only require a minimum of your time. All of the Louisiana students competing in the various skills and leadership areas are members of the SkillsUSA Louisiana Association. Over 500 students from high school campuses across Louisiana will be at Bossier Parish School for Technology & Innovative Learning and Caddo Career and Technology Center, Shreveport-Bossier, Louisiana to compete April 2, 2020, at the state level Skills USA Championships in hopes of winning the **GOLD** and competing at the National Competition in Louisville, Kentucky this summer.

Your participation in the event will ensure that the students involved have an experience that they will long remember. This is a pay it forward and valuable contribution to the development of Louisiana’s future workers. SkillsUSA Louisiana’s linkage in partnerships with business, industry and your company with education is the premise that we work for quality education, quality job skills, and the preparation of students to become “Champions at Work.”

We would be most appreciative if you could assist our organization in the developing the contest, judging the contest, or supplying any needed materials for the contests in order **to insure validity from workplace know how and real workplace expectations of entry level employees**, our SkillsUSA members. To facilitate this process, your organization would be serving on the technical committee for the state in your area of expertise. The contest
standards using SkillsUSA guidelines, with actual industrial workforce problems, along with judging will be developed by industry rather than educators. In working together, we can ensure that today's industry will have a pool of competent entry-level workers to meet its manpower needs both now and in the future.

The objective of SkillsUSA and SkillsUSA Louisiana association is not only to compete in skills but more importantly, to provide SkillsUSA members the opportunity to develop their leadership qualities and instill within them a respect for the dignity of work in their chosen skill area. SkillsUSA is a partnership of students, teachers and industry representatives; working together to ensure America has a skilled work force. It helps each student excel.

Go to the Supporters page and sign up today at the Business and Industry Judge and Guest Sign In.